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Steam controller android configuration

On May 1, 2018, Valve released the Android beta version of their Steam Link app, which allows you to stream Steam games from your computer directly to your phone. You'll probably also want to connect your favorite controller to your phone, but you may run into some problems if you prefer Valve's own Steam controller.You can see the
steam controller can't actually connect to devices via Bluetooth in its current state. To do this, download and install a firmware update that Valve pushed on April 16, 2015. But there's a catch: only Steam Beta users have access to it right now. Don't worry about, I'm going to outline exactly how to sign up for this beta and how to use the
biggest controller of all time on your Android phone. For now, the Steam Link app is Android-only, but Valve says its iOS counterpart is just around the corner. And while Steam Beta is pretty stable in my experience, that's just it - a beta. You may experience some flaws with it. First, get on Steam Beta on your computer. To sign up, open
Steam on your PC, click Steam in the upper-left corner, and then choose Settings (or Settings on Mac). On the Account tab (it opens this by default), locate Beta Participation and click the button that says Shift. Choose Steam Beta Update from the drop-down menu, and click OK. Once you've restarted Steam, you'll be on Beta. To update
the firmware, connect your Steam controller to your PC with a micro-USB cable, not wirelessly. Open Big Picture Mode by clicking the controller icon in the upper-right corner of your PC. Click the gear icon in the upper-right corner to go to the settings, and then click Controller Settings. From here, click your Steam controller under the
Registered Controllers list. Then click Bluetooth FW. Image via Valve Next, click Start when a window appears that says Steam Controller BLE Update. This will begin the firmware update process on your controller. The whole process will take a few minutes, so be patient. If you take the controller out in the middle of it, you may end up
doing serious damage. If you encounter an error message, Valve has a few troubleshooting tips. Image via valve Before connecting your Steam controller to your phone, turn it off by pressing the valve button in the middle for a long time. Now go to your Android phone's Bluetooth settings (inside your phone's main settings) and make sure
Bluetooth itself is turned on. Then tap Add Device, Scan, or a similar phrase setting (depending on your phone's OEM skin, the exact phrase may be different). Immediately thereafter, turn on the controller by holding down the Y button on your Steam controller while pressing the Valve button to enter the Bluetooth LE Fashion. Your Steam
controller should show up where you tap it in your phone's Bluetooth menu to pair pair Two. Now you're ready to use Steam Link Beta on your Android device. You can also connect your Steam controller via Bluetooth to your PC (or Mac) now too, but Valve still recommends using the included dongle as it will reduce the wait time overall.
Don't miss: The 4 best phones for gaming keep your connection safe without a monthly bill. Get a lifetime VPN Unlimited subscription for all your devices with a one-time purchase from the new Gadget Hacks Shop, and watch Hulu or Netflix without regional restrictions. Buy now (80% off) &gt; Cover image and screenshots of Brian
Lang/Gadget Hacks Valve CorporationEntertainmentUSK: All agesThe Steam Link app brings desktop gaming to your Android device. Simply pair a Bluetooth controller or Steam controller with your device, connect to a computer running Steam on the same local network, and start playing your existing Steam games. How to get the best
performance with Android TV:* Connect your computer using Ethernet to your router* Connect your Android TV using Ethernet to your routerFor best performance with tablets and phones:* Connect your computer using Ethernet to your 5Gz WiFi router* Connect your Android device to the 5GHz tape on your WiFi network* Keep your
Android device within a reasonable range of your router* Fixed occasional crashes when you switch away from app* Added support for Razer Kishi * Added tooltip descriptions for controller overlay buttons * Added an option to share your IP address and try to establish a direct connection. The connection will still be forwarded if NAT
traversal fails or the forwarded route is faster.* Please report errors and crashes here: Steam Controller &gt; General Discussions &gt; Subject Details How to configure steam controller input for Android So I've got the controller connected to my tablet and I'd love to be able to use it for emulators and other games. But it seems only the
right thumbpad, left and right triggers are recognized as entries. Does anyone know of any ways to get all the buttons recognized? Note: This is only to be used to report spam, advertising and problematic (harassment, matches or rude) posts. Steam Controller &gt; General Discussions &gt; Topic Details Android Gamepad Support (not
just for Steam Link) I received my Steam controller a few days ago and it's great. For PC use, that's all I expected it to be. But I also had what felt like a reasonable expectation that Android would be able to recognize the device as a gamepad, and it seems that's not the case. Lizard mode makes sense for the most part – to be able to use
the controller as a basic PC input is cool way to get to Steam before it's up and serving your custom controller profiles... unless your system requires a login, or you have locked your screen, or you need to type anything before they actually enter Steam, Steam, which case you are out of luck and need to use a mouse and keyboard
anyway (which is usually the case for me). But trying to use the controller in Android without a config overlay is so disappointingly impossible, and for me it even becomes an obstacle, since connecting a 'physical keyboard' (which steam controller looks like to Android) completely prevents my software keyboard from displaying. I expected
to be able to use touchpads to copy my thumbs is physical on the screen because with the design of the Steam controller that seems obvious, but there is no way to do it. Even just basic generic gamepad support would be exciting, but no. So question one, dear Yawn, is thus - what is your plan re: Android? Please... have a plan. Question
two – could there ever be a way for the Steam Controller itself to support on-board profiles (so manual switching from lizard mode to something more useful)? Barring that if technically possible, I'd love to see a Valve-built Android config app of the kind deployed with PC Steam, which is mostly great, but ideally including smartphone-
specific things like touchscreen emulation for pads. This is either built into the main Steam app or broken out into an offline version (the latter would be preferable to me, but both would be nice). Have there been any official words on any of these points? Could there be? Please? Last edited by Nobu; 9 Jul, 2018 @ 1:01:01 Note: This is
only to be used to report spam, advertising and problematic (harassment, matches or rude) posts. You can now add Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) to your Steam controller. This feature is necessary to enjoy the Steam Link app, but can also be beneficial in other use cases. These FAQs describe what this BLE connection can and can't do
against the original wireless solution, steps to update the controller to add BLE support, and how to switch between wireless modes after the update is installed. You'll need BLE mode when you: Streaming games to your iOS and Android devices with the Steam Link app. Connect your Steam controller to a tablet or laptop without a USB
port. You just can't find your Steam wireless controller. Otherwise, we suggest sticking to the original protocol. It provides the fastest connection with low latency support for up to four controllers per receiver and works across all major operating systems. The BLE connection is excellent, but the built-in wireless protocol is designed from the
ground up to provide the best experience for a Steam controller. Keep in mind that the original wireless mode is still available after you add Bluetooth support. However, the update process clears all so you need to reconnect the wireless receiver to the controller. The steps below will guide you through the update and pairing process. Sign
up for the latest Steam Steam Beta connect your Steam controller. Click to start the firmware update flow, or follow the instructions below Navigate to the Controller Settings page, find the Steam controller you want to update in the Find Controllers list, and select the Bluetooth FW button. Click Start and be patient. The update may take
several minutes. Interrupting the process is a bad idea. Once the firmware is complete, select Learn more on the dialog – you will be taken to this knowledge base article to learn more about the new firmware. When you're ready to move on, exit the page and return to Controller settings. Unplug the controller. On the Controller Settings
page, select the Add a Steam Controller button. This option appears only if a wireless receiver is currently connected. Press the X + Steam button on your controller and enter the 4-character validation code that appears on the screen. Congratulations! You have reconnected the controller to the wireless receiver. Then, connect via BLE by
navigating to the Add Bluetooth option on your device. When prompted, press the Y+ Steam button on your Steam controller to make it visible. If you have already followed the instructions above, you will be paired via Steam Controller Wireless Receiver and BLE. Use the commands below to start the controller in the mode you want. You
must do this to use the Steam Link app's launches controller in BLE mode Pair your controller to a new receiver Use your controller in original receiver mode Pairing for multiple devices The Steam controller BLE firmware can save two Bluetooth connections. Connect to the most recently used Bluetooth device by pressing Steam+B.
Connect to the other saved Bluetooth connection by pressing Steam+Start. The firmware can also store multiple wireless receiver connections. Connect to the most recently used wireless receiver by pressing Steam+A. Connect to another saved wireless receiver by pressing Steam+Back. If you only connect with the Steam button, you
can connect it to the most recently used device and pairing mode Supported operating systems Bluetooth connection is supported: Windows 10 OS X Ubuntu SteamOS If something doesn't work quite right, you can return to the previous firmware. On the Controller Settings page, go to the same location where you found the Bluetooth FW
button. Now you will see a Rollback FW button instead. Click it, wait a few minutes, and you need to run the previous version. Connect your Steam controller. Go to the Controller Settings page. The Bluetooth FW button now appears as a Rollback FW button. Click it. Click Start to start the process. Again, be patient. Click Connect the
wireless receiver again by following steps 6-8 in the section above. You have restored the firmware.
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